Lakeville Police Department Update
Sunday, June 07 – Saturday, June 13, 2020
600 Calls for Services

50 TRAFFIC STOPS

47 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

19 AUTO ACCIDENTS

5 THEFTS

19 ALARM BURGLAR
3 FIRE ALARM

35 FRAUD

23 ANIMAL CALLS

3 BURGLARY

35 MEDICALS

2 VANDALISM/DAMAGE
PROPERTY

0 DRUG ACTIVIITY

2 CHILD PROTECTION

22 DISTURBANCES

4 DRUNKENNESS

5 MISSING PERSON

0 SHOPLIFTING

Note: Calls are reported as coded by dispatch. The actual incident description may differ.

6 DOMESTICS

4 CRISIS MENTAL HEALTH
21 WELFARE CHECKS

Lakeville Police Department Update
Sunday, June 07 – Saturday, June 13, 2020
Weekly Review
•

Lakeville CSO responded to a lost property call. A child’s bike was found at Juno and 205th.

•

Officers responded to a motorcycle accident at Highview Ave and Dodd Blvd. The female driver hit a
deer that ran out into the road. Thankfully the driver sustained only minor injuries.

•

Officers responded to an assault in progress call at 5XXX Country View Trail. It was actually two
neighbors verbally fighting (out the window of their mobile home) over a string tied to two sticks
that established a “property line.” After the dispute was mediated, another adult party in the home
came running out to let officers know that another adult in the house was “having a seizure and
dying.” Medics responded, the adult female in distress was transported to the hospital, and called
back a few hours later to let us know that she did not die.

•

Officers were given a tip that a male adult with active DOC warrants was at 17XXX Kenrick Ave after
he cut off his home monitoring bracelet. The male subject fled on foot when the Sergeant asked to
speak with him, but the male was eventually apprehended and jailed on the warrants and will be
getting a citation in the mail for fleeing on foot.

•

Officers responded to 17XXX North Creek Dr for an assault in progress call which also turned into a
DANCO violation. Boyfriend and girlfriend were arguing verbally at first, then the male subject
punched the female subject in the face, but he ran away before officers arrived. Officers found out
that there was an active DANCO order in place, but the male subject promised his girlfriend that he
would change, so she let him move back in a few months ago. A KOPS alert was sent out for GM
Domestic Assault and DANCO violation.

•

Officers were called to 72XX 165th St for an OFP violation. The male subject was gone by the time
officers arrived on scene, so a KOPS alert was issued for the violation.

•

Officers were called again to 5XXX Country View Trail for an assault in progress. The two neighbors
were fighting, so this time both parties were cited for 5th Degree Assault.

•

Officers responded to the area of 9XXX 207th St W for a young child who was not with any adults.
After some searching, officers located the father. He was unaware his child had gotten away from
the home.

Note: Calls are reported as coded by dispatch. The actual incident description may differ.

•

Officers responded to a harassment call at 17XXX Lake Cove Cir. The female victim was provided
with options and resources from police.

•

Officers took a fraud report at 17XXX Idlewood Cir. The male party reported a fraudulent
unemployment claim being filed in his name.

•

Officers responded to a mental health call at 8XXX 175th St W. After much time spent with the male
subject, Officers, Crisis and his parents all agreed he should go in for an evaluation.

•

Officers responded to an alarm at 16XXX Highview Ave when the video alarm showed 3 juvenile
males on the roof of the building. Parents were notified and the kids were issued trespass notices.

•

Officers responded to a domestic at 99XX 178th St W. The female party was extremely upset after
finding out her husband was having an affair with her sister. An argument ensued, which caused the
male party to call 911 to report he was being assaulted in the form of pushing and shoving. The
Sergeant mediated the dispute and the male party agreed to leave for the night.

•

Officers responded to 4 different calls with 4 different victims, all in the same day, reporting
identity theft via State of MN unemployment benefits.

•

The very next day, Officers again responded to 4 different calls with 4 different victims, reporting
identity theft via State of MN unemployment benefits.

•

Officers took a theft report at 18XXX Kenrick Ave when a group of juveniles left their mountain
bikes unattended and unlocked in front of the store. When they returned, all of their bikes were
gone.

Note: Calls are reported as coded by dispatch. The actual incident description may differ.

